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Basilescu's wine whispers a story that started over one century ago.

Over 100 years of history and tradition

     Nicolae Basilescu, born in Urlaţi, Romania in 1860, has got a great intelligence and a 

extraordinary ambition that helped him to overcome his social limits. He was one of the 

prominent personalities of the Romanian society at the beginning of the 19th century, being 

dean of the Faculty of Law and the founder of the Bucurestii Noi – a new Bucharest sector.

     A great creation is born of a divine feeling: Basilescu's wines are woven the origin of the 

beautiful love story between the young Aristide, Nicolae Basilescu's son and the young 

Miss Aglae Saint Georges de Posingen, descendant of a well-known family documentary 

since 400 AD. The collaboration with House of Champagne St. Marceaux & Co from 

Reims, France started in that period (pre-1949).

The personality of Basilescu wines draws its sap from the specific Terroir given by

Dealu Mare Vineyard - Urlați (60 ha) and Pietroasa Vineyard (40 ha).

Urlați vineyards - excellent sun exposure, due to the south / south-west orientation of the 

terraces, altitude 250-300 m, about 4400 plants / ha. Wine is the product of plants over 45

years old. Terroir plays an important role, being blessed by a complex soil that offers a wine 

with elegance and minerality.

Pietroasele vineyards - located in an area with a special climate ideal for aromatic 

varieties.

Basilescu domain has vines from different varieties: Feteasca Neagra, Feteasca Alba, 

Busuioaca, Tamaioasa, Burgund, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, 

Sauvignon Blanc and Riesling Italian.

The harvesting technique - manual, starting August 15th

Vinification - manual sorting, carefully pressed, temperature controlled, fermentation with 

Noble yeasts, carefully selected to enhance the flavor and personality of the wine.

Maceration - up to 21 days, depending on the variety.

Aging (red wines) - 12-36 months depending on variety and range.

Wine tastings & accommodation – Basilescu & Casa din vie
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